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The actuator line method of Sørensen & Shen [1] has been implemented in a number of
CFD codes and used to simulate wind turbines in atmospheric flows. It was ported to
OpenFOAM by Churchfield [2] and presented at the 6th OpenFOAM Workshop. All these
implementations use a regularisation kernel to distribute the blade force radially about
the actuator line to prevent singular behaviour at the location where the relative velocity
magnitude, Vrel, and angle of attack, α, are read from the flow field. The regularisation
kernel introduces a parameter, ε, which cannot be chosen by any physical argument, but
which has a large effect on the solution [3].

An alternative approach to calculating and inputing the blade forces has recently been
developed by Schluntz & Willden [4] which avoids this problem. Using potential flow
theory, the force applied at each point along the actuator line is considered to have the
effect of a point vortex in a parallel flow of Vrel in the direction given by α. By sampling
the velocity field about the actuator line, a system of equations can be found to solve for
Vrel and α, while the circulation, Γ, also occurs naturally in the solution.

A new class, actuationLineSource, has been added to the fvOptions framework. Most
of the input data framework of the earlier implementation [2] is retained (and all of
the functionality), while implementing the novel velocity flow field coupling algorithm
of Schluntz & Willden. [4]. Existing OpenFOAM mesh and interpolation classes are
employed as well as the Delaunay algorithm of the CGAL library [5]. As an fvOption, it
can be used directly in combination with either simpleFoam or pimpleFoam.

A thorough study has been carried out to validate the model. A stationary elliptic
wing is a stringent test of the ability of the algorithm to induce the correct down-
wash. Figure 1 shows the analytical solution and the solution from the simulation using
actuationLineSource for the circulation distribution for a cambered elliptic wing at
α = 4◦. This case has has been repeated for a range of mesh densities, on structured and
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unstructured meshes, as well as different turbulence conditions, and numerical schemes.
By comparison, similar attempts to validate and determine general usage guidelines for
the original actuator line model have proven more difficult [3].

While equally applicable to simulating wind turbines, the current implementation is being
used to simulate tidal turbines in channels. We will present simulations of a tidal turbine
in a channel with uniform and sheared inflow, and preliminary studies on turbulent wakes.
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Figure 1: Circulation distribution for a cambered elliptic wing at α = 4◦; inlet turbulence intensity
TI = 1% 2%, 5% and 10%.
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